is absolutely convergent at a point xo, then 2~Ln°=i \an\ < °°. The same is true for the series 2~ln=i a» sin nx, provided that Xo^O (mod it).
Theorem B. Let <pix) be Riemann integrable in the interval (0, 1) and periodic with period 1 and fl\<pix)\dx9í0.
If the series 2Z"~i ancbinx), 0< |oB+1| <(l+c/n)\a»\ (OO; « = 1, 2, • • • ),
is absolutely convergent at an irrational point x0, then 2~ln-i \an\ <°°-There are some gaps between the conditions for the sequences of coefficients {an} in these two theorems. In §2, we shall prove that the conditions for {a"} in Theorem B can be replaced by those in Theorem A.
On the other hand Reves and Szász [2] For the proof we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let J be an interval and 6 be an irrational number contained in the interval (0, 1). Then for an arbitrary real number a there exists a positive integer N independent of a such that at least one of the numbers a+nd, n = \, 2, • -• , N, is contained in the interval J with modulus 1.
Proof. We shall prove more precisely that if we denote the number of the points in the sequence {a-f-p0}, v = l, 2, ■ • • , n, which are contained with modulus 1 in the interval J by nj(a), then the ratio nj(a)/n tends independently on a to the length of the interval J as n->=° ; that is, for any given e>0, there is a positive integer N independent of a such that \nj(a)/n -l\ <e for n>N, where / is the length of the interval J.
To prove this, let/(x) be the function which is obtained by extending the characteristic function of the interval / with period 1. Then there exist two trigonometrical polynomials p(x) and P(x) which satisfy the inequalities (1) p(x) = /(*) = P(x) in (0, 1),
Jo Jo
We can write (3) P(x) = ¿ cke2*ik*, P(x) -¿ Ctf""*. 
In m = -Z T,cke2
n "=l jfc-m
where 2~2' denotes the summation omitting the term for ¿ = 0. Thus we have
£' c*e2 and A is finite since 6 is irrational and m is fixed; moreover it is evident from the definition that A is independent of a. Therefore if we choose Ni such that tfi>4A £' \ck\/e, *=.
-"
we have (10) I f #(*)<**-¿ p(a + v8)
Quite similarly we can choose N2 such that < e/2 for « > iVi.
(11) I f P(x)dx--j^P(a + vB) \J a n "_i Let us take Ar = max (A7!, N2), then we have < e/2 for » > N2.
f.
p(x)dx -e/2 < -22 p(a + vff) Ú -0 n r=i n = -¿ P(a + vB) < f P(x)dx + e/2 n »_! Jo from (5), (10), and (11), and finally
from (2) and (12). Since flf(x)dx = l is the length of the interval /, this proves our proposition. We shall proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 1, we can choose a positive integer k such that for any integer n at least one of the k numbers «£+£, re£+2£, • • ■ , n%+k% is contained with modulus 1 in the interval I. From the assumption on an (since we can suppose c>\ without any loss of generality) we have This theorem implies Theorem A in §1 for the case of cosine series. Corresponding to the case of sine series we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem
3. Let <p(x) and an satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 1. If the series 2~2n=i an<pinx) converges absolutely at an irrational Xo or at a rational x0, Xo = p/q say, where p and q are relatively prime integers and there exists at least one of the numbers r/q (r = 1, • • • , q-1 ) which is not the zero of <j>(x), then the series 2~ln°-1 a» converges.
Proof. For irrational xo, this reduces to Theorem 1. Let us suppose that 4>(ro/q) 9*0, 0<r0^q -1. Since p and q are relatively prime, there are two integers u and v such that up+vq=l, that is, up/q = \/q -v. Consequently there is a number in the uro consecutive numbers of the sequence {wxo} which is equal to ro/q with modulus 1. Therefore the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 gives the required result. Since the inverse inequality is evident, our lemma is proved.
Lemma 4. Iff(x) and g(x) are linearly independent, bounded, measurable, and periodic with the same period, then for any sequences {amn} and {bmn}, we have almost everywhere We shall now prove the following theorem which is a generalization of Cantor-Lebesgue's theorem for double trigonometric series.
Theorem 4. Let fix), g(x) be any measurable, periodic functions, and <t>(y)t 4*iy) be linearly independent, bounded, measurable, and periodic functions with the same period, and let }Xmn}, {wm"}, and \<¿'mn} be the sequences which tend to <*> as m, n->oo, and {rm"}, {öm"}, {d'mn} be any sequences. Then for any sequences {pmn} and {qmn}, there exists a constant c > 0 depending only on 4> and \p, such that Then by Fubini's theorem we get the theorem.
Corollary. Let
Amn(x, y) -amn cos mx cos ny + bmn sin mx sin ny + cmn cos mx sin ny + dmn sin mx sin ny.
If Am"(x, y) tends to zero as m, »->«>, for every (x, y) belonging to a plane set of positive measure, then Amn(x, y) = pmn cos («ï -0n") cos ny + qmn cos (mx -0m") sin «31.
Therefore we get the corollary by Theorem 4. 
